Romeo Juliet Study Packet Answers
romeo and juliet sb 31 may - the curriculum project - romeo and juliet have been lovers since they were
children. b. romeo and juliet’s families are enemies. c. romeo and juliet are married. d. their families eventually
allow them to be together. this is the most famous of all shakespeare’s plays, first printed in 1597. romeo and
juliet this study guide for romeo and juliet - english 9 - this study guide for romeo and juliet belongs to:
period _____ english 9 mrs. borger-germann expectations: 1. as we read and work in class, you will take notes
in this packet. everything in here is fair game for the test at the end of the unit. 2. you will also complete the
study guide questions for each section of the play. 3. romeo and juliet tg 20 may - the curriculum project
- romeo and juliet a play and film study guide this study guide was written for students with pre-intermediate
to intermediate level english. it takes students scene by scene through a simplified version of william
shakespeare’s play romeo and juliet. each scene is accompanied by comprehension and extension exercises.
romeo juliet tg - penguin - romeo, hoping to see her, and benvolio, hoping romeo will find another, decide
to attend the ball even though they haven’t been invited. at the ball, romeo, who wears a mask, sees and falls
deeply in love with juliet, who he later discovers is the daughter of the capulets. tybalt, juliet’s hot-tempered
cousin, recognizes romeo, but is deterred of romeo and juliet - mrs. beeler - at the ball, romeo sees juliet
and is overcome by her beauty. tybalt recognizes romeo and although capulet forbids him to ght romeo at the
party, tybalt vows to challenge romeo later. romeo and juliet meet, kiss, and then each discovers the other is
the child of their ... romeo and juliet a study guide created by kate o’connor for: ... multiple choice study
guide/quiz questions - romeo and juliet - 25 study guide/quiz questions - romeo and juliet - page 4 act ii
12. in act ii scene ii, romeo and juliet profess their love for one another. juliet is to contact romeo (through a
servant) the next day. romeo and juliet study packet - jds-al - 5. examine juliet and romeo’s lines from
49-83. how is juliet’s view of love different from romeo’s view? 6. according to lines 116-120, what fears does
juliet have about their relationship? 7. how are lines 183-184 an example of dramatic irony? 8. what plan do
juliet and romeo make? (142-148) 9. act iii romeo and juliet study questions scene 1 - act iii romeo and
juliet study questions scene 1 1. what does benvolio say about the weather? what does he want to do? it is hot;
wants to go inside because he knows the capulets are out & does not want to romeo and juliet study
questions - romeo and juliet study questions prologue 1. a prologue gives the reader information. explain
what it says about the plot and length of the play. act i, scene 1 1. why do tybalt and benvolio fight? 2. prince
escalus foreshadows what will happen if the street brawls between the montagues and the capulets occur
again. quote and explain his ... folger shakespeare library http://folgerdigitaltexts - the folger
shakespeare library in washington, dc, is the ... two of king lear, henry v, romeo and juliet, and others. editors
choose which version to use as their base text, and then amend that text with words, lines or speech prefixes
from the ... and pleased to be able to make this contribution to the study and enjoyment of shakespeare.
romeo and juliet - guthrie theater - romeo montague, her son benvolio, cousin to romeo mercutio, friend
to romeo and kinsman to the prince balthasar, servant to romeo friar lawrence, of the franciscan order friar
john, of the franciscan order apothecary, in mantua romeo and juliet is set in verona, italy, where the rival
houses of capulet answer key: short answer study guide questions - romeo and ... - answer key: short
answer study guide questions - romeo and juliet act i 1. why do sampson and gregory fight with montague's
men? sampson and gregory are servants of ... romeo and juliet - ubcfa - unless otherwise noted, all
selections from romeo and juliet in this study guide use the stage directions as found in the 1623 folio. all line
counts come from the norton shakespeare, edited by stephen greenblatt et al, 1997, with the following
exception: the norton divides act five into eight scenes; this study guide romeo & juliet guided reading
questions - cardozohigh - romeo & juliet guided reading questions act i prologue 1. what is the function of
the prologue? 2. who reads the prologue? 3. where is the play set? 4. what are the names of the two feuding
families? 5. why are the families fighting? scene 1 1. how does the scene begin? 2. who causes the fight?
romeo & juliet unit study packet - obsessed with the latest fashions. he finds romeo’s romanticized ideas
about love tiresome, and tries to convince romeo to view love as a simple matter of sexual appetite. the nurse
- juliet’s nurse, the woman who breast-fed juliet when she was a baby and has cared
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